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0. Introduction
Let Sp(m) (O^M^oo) be the ra-th symplectic group. For convenience we
denote Sp(oo) by Sp. Our purpose is to determine the homotopy groups of
Sp(m), m(Sp(m)}. If /<4m+2 then πi(Sp(nϊ)) is isomorphic to πi(Sp). And
πi(Sp) is well-known by Bott periodicity. Suppose i^4m-\-2, then it is not
difficult to see that if x=0, 1, 3 or 7 mod 8 then m(Sp(m)) is isomorphic to
π
ί+l(SplSp(m)) and if z=4 or 5 mod 8 then πi(Sp(m)) is isomorphic to
τri+1(SplSp(m))+ZI2y (direct sum), where Sp/Sp(m) is the factor space of Sp by
the subgroup Sp(m). Thus if z'Φ2 mod 4 then the calculation of π> (Sp(m)) can
be reduced to that of πi+1(SplSp(m)). In the meta-stable range of i, 4 m+2^i
^8m+4, m(SplSp(m)} is isomorphic to πsi(Q
nίn
-
m
) for sufficiently large /z, where
Qn,n-m ^ the stunted quaternionic quasi -projective space [8]. And when the
value of ι-4m is small we can calculate the group τrϊ(Q
ntΛ-m) (see [15]). On
the other hand in the case that i=2 mod 4, even if we know the group
πi+ι(Sp/Sp(m)) this is not sufficient to determine m(Sp(m)). Let i=4n— 2.
There are two steps in the computation of π4n-2(Sp(m))\ one is to determine the
quaternionic James number and the other to solve a certain group extension pro-
blem. Let us explain these. Let X
Λtk be the quaternionic Stiefel manifold of all
symplectic ^-frames in Hn (/z-dimensional vector space over the quaternions H)
and let p: X
n k-*S*
n
~
l
 be the bundle projection which associates with each frame
its last vector. Then the quaternionic James number X{n, k} is defined as the
index of p^π4n^(Xnιk). Thus X{ny 1} = 1, X{n, 1} divides X {n, k} if l<k and,
by the classical work of Bott [3], X{n, n}=a(n—l) (2n—l)\, where α(i)=2 if i
is odd and =1 if / is even. It is well-known that X
ntk is homeomorphic to
Sp(n)ISp(n—k). Let d(n, m)=X{n, n}/X{n, n—m} . Then there exists a short
exact sequence (*) :
0 -> Torί^ ..^ .....)) -
 π
,
n
-2(Sp(m}} ^ Z\d(n, ») -> 0 ,
where Δ is the restriction to Tor(τr4Λ_1(Jϊ"«>Λ_w)) (the torsion subgroup of π4n-ι
(X
ntn_m)) of the boundary homomorphism Δ': τr4Λ_1(JΪ"w>n_w)-»7r4M_2(5f(m)) asso-
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ciated with the bundle Sp(m)-*Sp(ri)-*X
nn
_
my and i*: π4n.2(Sp(m))-^π4n-2
(Sp(n—l))^Z/X{n,n} ([3][12]) is induced by the inclusion. Note that TT^-J
(Xn,*-m)=7t4n-i(SplSp(m)). Thus in the case that i=4n— 2(/zi>m+l), in order
to reduce the calculation of τr4M_2(5p(m)) to that of τr4n-1(SplSp(m)) we must de-
termine the number d(ny m) and solve the extension problem for the above short
eaxct sequence (*).
Concerning the number d(nym), there is an upper bound dA(nym) of d(n,m),
that is, d(nym) divides dA(n,m). This upper bound dA(nym) is obtained by using
AΌ-theory. Explicitly dΛ(n,m) is given by:
dA(ny m) = g.c.d.M'^ ij (2s-\)\M(ny s)\ ,
-&»+! (a(n—s) )
where M(n,s) is an integer defined by the equation:
For small values of /, it is known that d(n
s
n—l)=dA(nyn—l) [16], [17], [18]. So
it seems possible that for all n^m+l, d(n,m)=dΛ(n
ί
m).
Concerning the extension problem, let j: Sp-^SpjSp(m) be the projection
and a
n
^π4n-ι(Sp)^Z be a generator. Then we see that the sequence (*)
splits if and only if j^(a
n
) is divisible by d(n,m) in τf4n^ι(SplSp(m)).
Thus if we can show that j*(a
n
)=dA(n}m)β for some β^π4n-ι(SplSp(m)),
then we see that d(n,m)=dA(n,ni) and that the sequence (*) splits. For this
reason we want to know the divisibility ofj%(αH) in π4n^1(SplSp(m)). For this
purpose it is convenient to look at ^-primary components for each prime p se-
parately. In this paper we are concerned only with 2-primary component.
Let v2(K) be the index of 2 in the prime decomposition of an integer k. For
convenience we denote v2(X{nίk}}^ v2(d(n}m)} and v2(dA(n,m)) by X2{n,k}>
d2(n,nί) and dA(n,m) respectively. For a space Xy π*(X] 2) means the 2-primary
component of π*(X). Then our main results are as follows.
Theorem I. Let l^m^S and n^m-\-l. Then, the following hold.
0) d£(n, 1)— 2 if n is even and=Q if n is odd.
dA(n,2)=3 if n is odd,=4 if n=0 mod 4 and=5 if n=2 mod 4.
dA(ny 3)=4 if n=ί mod 4y=5 if n=3 mod 3 or ifniseven}=6 if n=l5 mod
16 and=7 if n=7 mod 16.
1) X2{n,n—m}=v2(a(n—l) (2n—l)l)—d$(n,m).
2) π^.2(Sp(m) 2) ^  Tor(π4n^(Sp/Sp(m) 2))+Z/2^"''M) (direct sum).
3) There exists a periodic family a
n>m^π4n-2(Sp(m) 2) such that \ anftn \ = \ i*an>m I
)) where i:Sp(m)->Sp(n — 1) is the inclusion and \x\ means the order of x.
The above family a
nιtn seems to coincide with those studied by Barratt
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[2], Mori [13] and Oda [19]. Theorem I is, in a sense, an unstable version
of the results in [6], but the methods used in this paper are different from those
in our previous papers [6], [7].
Theorem II. Let 1 ^ m^5 and n^m+1. Then,
2) π^2(Sp(n-m) 2)^Ύor(π4n_1(SplSp(n-m) 2))+ Z/2d2 (»•»-»» (direct sum),
3) There exists a periodic family a
nin^m^π^n-2(Sp(n—m)\2) such that \ccn>n-m\
«-»>, where i: Sp(n—m)-*Sp(n—l) is the inclusion.
In Theorem II the assertion 1) was already obtained with a few exceptions
by Oshima [16], [17], [18].
This paper is organized as follows. In §1 we investigate some properties of
d(n,m) and dA(n,m). In §2 we study the relation between 7r4n-2(Sp(m)) and
James numbers. §3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem I. In §4 we prove
Theorem II.
This paper was motivated by the works of Walker [22] and Crabb-Knapp
[4]. In this respect the author thanks them. The author also thanks M. Imaoka
and H. Oshima for valuable discussions with them.
1. The James numbers
Let X{n,k} be the quaternionic James number (see §0) and for τz^m+1,
d(n,m)=X{n,n}/X{n}n—m} . As mentioned in §0, there exists an upper bound
dA(n,m) for the number d^.nί). In this section we give some properties of
dA(n}m) and d(n,m) which are needed in later sections. The contents of this
section are very similar to [5]. See [5],
DEFINITION 1.1 [22]. Let s^>l and n^l. Define a number M(n,s) by the
following equation:
, .
»^ ι (2n) !
Lemma 1.2 [22]. 1) The following recursive formula holds:
M(n, s) = M(n-l, s-l)+s2M(n-l, s) .
In particular M(n,s) is an integer, M(n,l) = l9 M(n)n)=\ and M(n,s)=Q if n<s.
2) (2s-\)\M(n, s) = ί*-'+Σ (-1
DEFINITION 1.3.
n, m) = q.c.d.fe^) (2s-l)\M(n, s)} ,
*^w+ι \a(n— s )
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where a(i)=\ if i is even and =2 if i is odd.
2) dA(n,m) is the index of 2 in the prime decomposition of the integer dA(n,m).
The following propoistion easily follows from [22] or [7].
Proposition 1.4 ([22], [7]). Let n^m+l. Then the integer d(nym) is a
divisor of the integer dA(nyni).
Proposition 1.5.
1) dA(n,n-\)=a(n-\) (2n-\}\ ifn>\.
2) dA(n,n— 2)=a(n— l) (2τz— l)!(w,24)/24 if n>2, where (n32A) is the greatest
common divisor of n and 24.
3) Ifn^m+l and (n,m)Φ(2,l) then df(n,m)^2n-3 (dA(2,l)=2).
4) Let n^m+l. If df(n,m)^b, then for any k^l dA(n+k t(b), m)^b. If
dA(nym)=b, then for any k^l dA(n+k t(b+l), m)=b. Here t(b)=m2x{2J2b~3} .
Proof. 1) is obvious from Definition 1.3 and Lemma 1.2. 2) follows from
the fact that M(n,n—l)=n(n—l)(2n—l)l6. Since, by definition, dA(n,m)^
d£(n,n—2) if n^tm+2, 3) follows easily from 2). Now we shall prove 4). It
is enough to show that for any s^τ
(2s-l}\M(n,s) = w - (2s-l)lM(n+t(b), ,) mod 2* .,
a(n— s) a(n-\-t(b)— s)
Note that -^ - '-= ^n ^ ' - '- because t(b) is even. Unless n is odd and s is
a(n-s) a(n+t(b)-s) v J
even then, -^   ' and I * " v / - / are integers. Thus using the formula 2) of
a(n—s) a(n+t(b)—s)
Lemma 1.2 and the fact that for any odd integer /, I2ί^=l mod 2*, we have the
desired result. If n is odd and s is even, then a\n~ '—1/2. But in this case the
a(n— s)
number (l/2)|ί s . j— ί ?~+ j > is an integer. Since b^2n—2, by a similar
argument, we have the desired results. q.e.d.
The proof of the next proposition is long and we shall omit the details.
An outline is given the last remark of this section.
Proposition 1.6. If n^m-\-\ then,
As an immediate corollary we have
Corollary 1.7. 1) IfdA(n,m)=Q mod2b then for any k^l dA(n+k t(b\nί)
=0 mod 2b.
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2) For a fixed integer m if ιϋe regard the integer dA(n,m) as a function of n(n^
+ 1), then the function dA(n,m) is periodic.
Proof. 1) is clear from 4) of Proposition 1.5. By Proposition 1.6, the
function dA(n,m) has a maximum, say, d. Then using 4) of Proposition 1.5, it
is easy to see that t(d) is a period of the function dffojiri). q.e.d.
Now we shall investigate the number d(n,m). Let b^l. We denote the
Moore space S*\J
 f e
2
 by Mb, where/: S
1
-^S1 is a map of degree 2b. Let τr0:
Mb-*S
2
 be the projection. The following theorem is essentially due to M.
Mahowald [9] [10] (See also [5]).
Theorem 1.8. Let a
n
^π4n-1(Sp)^Z be a generator. If b^2n—3 or
b=n=2 then for each k^l there exists a map
kAb:
such that the following diagram is homotopy commutative up to units:
kA
Sp.
Corollary 1.9. Let n^m+l and m^ 1. Let j: Sρ-+Sρ/Sρ(m) be the pro-
jection and a
n
^π4n-ι(Sp) be a generator. If j*an=2bβ for some β^π4n
(m)) then for each k^l, j*a
n
+k.m = 2
b
β' for some /3/^π4(n+k.tm-l(SρlSρ(m)).
Proof. The assumption that j*a
n
=2bβ for some β^π4n-ι(SplSp(m)) im-
plies that b ^ d2(n,m). Since d2(n}m)^d2(nym)^2n—3y the rest of the proof is
obvious from Theorem 1.8. q.e.d.
Corollary 1.9 is, in a sense, a geometrical realization of 1) of Corollary 1.7.
REMARK. There is a stable version of the James number, that is, the stable
James number Xs {n, k} can be defined as the index of p*πln-ι(X
n
,k) in πl
n
-\(S*n~l)
[16], where π*( ) is the stable homotopy group. The number Xs{n,k} is a
divisor of X{n,k} and is equal to the stable order of the attaching map of the
top cell in the stunted quaternionic quasi-projective space Q
n>k [16] [8]. Using
KO-theory and the Pontrjagin character, we can obtain a lower bound XA{n,k}y
say, for Xs{n,k} ([22], [7]). Then our dA(n,m) is equal to XA{n,n}IXA{n,n-m} .
Since X{n,n}=Xs {n,n}=XA {n,n} ([3], [8], [14]), clearly dA(nym) is an upper
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bound of d(n, m)=X {n, n} JX {n, n—m}.
There is a (— l)-connected spectrum A (Cf. [4]) which is essentially the fiber
spectrum of the Adams operation ^ 3— 1 : KO ( )(2)-> KO( )(2), where KO( )(2)
is KO-theory localized at 2. Using A-theory, dA(n3m) can be interpreted as the
modulo torsion index of j*Ai
n
-\(Qn,ύ in ^4
Λ
-ι(C?»,»-m) Then from information
about the stable self maps of the infinite quaternionic qusai-projective space
[14] we can show that for any n^m+l dffanή—dffam—ty^Zm. (Cf. [5]).
Thus we have a 2 (njm)^m(m+l).
Using a technique similar to that in [5] or [4], it can be shown that if n is
sufficiently large, compared with m, then d2(n)m)=v2(Xs{nJn}IXs{n,n—m}).
However, in the unstable case, it is not clear whether d2(n,m)=d2(n,m) or not.
2. The relation between d(n, tri) and «4n-2(Sp(m))
Let Sp(k) be the k-th symplectic group. Recall that the quaternionic
Stiefel manifold X
ntk is defined as Sp(n)/Sp(n—k). Throughout this section
we always assume that 0<ra5^/z — 1. Consider the commutative diagram:
Sp(m)
Sp(n-l)
Sp(n)
Sp(n)
where jyp and^j are bundle projections and i and unlabeled maps are inclusions.
Applying π*( ) we have the commutative diagram:
Diagram (**)
π,(Sp(n))
where l=4n — 1, Δ' and d are the boundary homomorphisms induced by the
/ />ιbundles Sp(m)-*Sp(n)^X
n>n_m and Sρ(n—V)->Sρ(n)^S^n'1 respectively and
all straight lines are exact. Note that τr/_1(*S^(/z))^0, πt(Sp(ri))^Z, m(Sin~l)^Z
and τtι(XMtn-m)^Z-}- Torsion for l=4n — 1. Since by definition the index of
pι*τtι(Sp(ri)) in TΓ^S4*"1) is X{n,n} and X {n,n\ is non-zero, it follows thaty* is a
monomorphism. Recall that the James number X{n,n— m} is defined as the
index of p* in the above sequence; also recall that d(nym) is defined as X{n,n} /
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X {n, n — m} . Then we have
Proposition 2.1. There exists a short exact sequence \
(2.1) 0 -> Tor^^.J) * π4n-2(Sp(m)) -+ Im i* -* 0 ,
where Δ is the restriction of Δ' to the torsion subgroup of τr4n-ι(Xnt1t-m). And Im i#,
the image of i%: 7r4n-2(^P(m))~^7r4n-2(^P(n~^ϊ)y ™ ίsomorphic to the cyclic group
Zld(n,m).
Proof. The proof follows easily by chasing Diagram (**). q.e.d.
Concerning the splitting of the above short exact sequence we have
Proposition 2.2. The following are equivalent:
1) (2.1) is split.
2) There exists an element (X
nί
m^7r4n-.2(Sp(m)) such that \ an>m \ = \ i*an,m I =d(n)m)ί
where \x\ is the order of x.
3) Let a
n
^π4n-ι(Sp(n))^Z be a generator. Then j*ctn=d(n,m)β for some
It should be noticed that the 2-primary version of the above proposition
still holds. This follows easily from the proof of Proposition 2.2 below.
The proof that 1) is equivalent to 2) is clear. For the proof that 2) is
equivalent to 3), we need
Lemma 2.3. Let a be an integer. Then the following are equivalent:
1) j*a
Λ
=a β for some βeπt^X^.J.
2) There exists an element a such that \a\ = \ i*a \ =a.
Proof. Let g^π^-^S4"'1) be a generator and y be a generator of the free
part of π^1(Xnfn.m)^Z+ Torsion. If j*an=<* β for some β^π4n^(XHtΛ.m)
then a p*β= ±X{n, n} g. Thus X {ny n} \a is an integer and p*β= ±X&>nϊ g,
a
Put a=Δ'(β). Then clearly a is of order a. Since i*a=i*Δ'(β)=d(ρ*β)=±
— ^
n
'
n
* Q(g) and since 3(#) is a generator of the cyclic group π4n-.2(Sp(n— 1)^
a
Z/X{n,n}y therefore ί*a is also of order a. Thus 1) implies 2). Suppose that
j*<x
n
=
 d(n
ί
m)yjrrγ for y (a generator of the free part) and 7 (a torsion element).
Then if the statement 2) holds, clearly a is a divisor of d(n}m). Note that p*y=
±X{n,n—m}g. By chasing the Diagram (**) it is easy to see that i#( \n>m' Δ'j)
a
is of order a. Thus if the statement 2) holds then there exists an element a' of
order a such that i*a'=i*( ^n'm' A'y). Therefore by the exact sequence (2.1)
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we have that Δ>=α'+ΔV for some γ'eTorfo^GY, ,_»)). On the
tf
other hand since — Δ/7=g(^m^Δ»=fl(α/+ΔY)=Δ/(έpy/) and Δ' is mono-
a
morphic on the torsion subgroup, Tor(τr4n_1(^L'ntn_w)), thus we see that γ— — a<γ'.
Therefore 1) holds. q.e.d.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose i^4mjr2. If z=0, 1, 3 or 7 morf 8 then πi(Sp(m))
is isomorphic to πi+1(SplSp(m)) and if i=4 or 5 then m(Sp(m}} is isomorphic to
πi+1(SplSp(m))+ZI2 (direct sum).
Proof. Consider the exact sequence;
π
ί+l(SplSp(m)) *
If i=4 or 5 mod 8 then πi(Sp)^Z/2. Note that *Sχi) is homeomorphic to S3.
As is well-known there exist periodic families μk^πsk+4(S3) and μk^^τr8k+5(S3)
which are of order 2 and detected by J-invariant of KO-theory [1]. This implies
that if i=4 or 5 mod 8 then πi(Sp)^Zβ is a direct summand of πi(Sp(m)).
Thus if ί=4 mod 8 then Δ is monomorphic. If i=5 mod 8 then, since πi+l(Sp)
= 0, Δ is monomorphic. Thus if i=4 or 5 mod 8 then we have the desired
result. The other cases follow from the well-known structure of πi(Sp) and the
cases i=4 or 5 mod 8. q.e.d.
Combining Corollary 1.9 and a 2-primary version of Proposition 2.2 we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let n°Ξ>m+l and b=d2(n,nί). Ifj*a
n
 is divisible by 2b in
^4»-ι(^n,»-w) or if there exists an element a^τr4n-2(Sp(m)) such that \a\ = \i*cί\
=2b, and if dffo+k tty), m)=b for some k, then dz(n+k t(nb),m)=b and
*4(«+* /(«) -2(^(0*); 2) is isomorphic to the direct sum o/Tor (7r4(Λ+Hω)_1(*S^/5p(m);
2) ) and Zβb.
3. Proof of Theorem I
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem I in §0. Throughout this
section we use the following notation. ak is a generator of π4k-ι(Sp) and jm\
Sp-*SplSp(m) is the projection. a(K) = l if k is even and =2 if k is odd. Let
£(i)=max{2, 2b~3} . We denote the greatest common divisor of integers k and
/by (ft,/).
The following proposition is well-known (for example, [12]).
Proposition 3.1. Let n^l. Then,
1) jn*(<Xn+ι}=dΛ(n+\,ri) g
ny where gn is a generator of π4n+3(Sp/Sp(n))^Z and
dA(n+\,ri)=a(n) (2n+\)\y
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2) j
n
*(a
n+2)=dA(n-\-2,ri) g'y where g' is a generator of π4n+7(Sp/Sp(n))^Z and
dA(n+2, n)=a(n+l) (2n+3)! (n+2,24)/24.
Lemma 3.2.
0 if n is odd,
2 if n is even.
Proof. From the recursive formula of Lemma 1.2 it is easy to see that
M(n,2) is odd if n^2. Thus p2(a^n~^3lM(ny2))=2 if n is even and =0 if n
a(n-2)
is odd. On the other hand, since M(n, s) is an integer, v2( -^  ' (2s — 1)! M(n, s))
a(n—s)
ί^v2(-±^ }(2s—1)1). It is clear that if s^3 then y2( ^(2^—1
a(n—s) a(n—s)
Therefore we have
= m n
=
 -3 ! M^a(n—2)
0 if n is (
.2 if n is even. q.e.d.
Theorem 3.3. jl*an=2dz (n>l)β for some t
Proof. From 1) of Proposition 3.1, it is obvious that j\*a2 is divisible by
4. Then, by Corollary 1.9, for any &^1, jι*(X2+2k i§ divisible by 4. Thus from
Lemma 3.2 we have the desired result. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.4. Letn^Z. Then,
' 3 if n is odd,
df(n,2) = i f n = Q mod 4,
if n = 2 mod 4.
Proof. By the use of the formula 2) of Lemma 1.2 and by simple arithmetic
(I used a computer.), we see that <#(3,2)= 3, έ#(4,2)=4, and df(6,2)=df(10,2)
=5. Then, by 4) of Proposition 1.5, it follows that for any k^l, έ
=έ#(3,2). Thus we obtain that έ#(3+2Λ,2)=3. Similarly, since
=d£(4,2), we obtain that df(4+4k,2)=4. Since df(6,2)=5, it follows that
ι#(6+8ft,2)=5foranyA^l. Since ^(10, 2)=5, rfί(10+8ft,2)=5. Therefore,
for any Λ^l, έίί(6+4*,2)=5. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.5. There exists an element β^π22(Sp(2):>2) such that both β
and i*β are of order 25, where i:Sp(2)-*Sp(4) is the inclusion.
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Proof. Consider the homotopy exact sequence associated with the bunlde
ϊ PSp(l) —> Sp(2) —> S7, where /' is the inclusion and p is the projection:
wβOSSKl)) -^ τr22(Sp(2)) -^ π22(S7).
According to [11], there exists an element [ρ//]^n22(Sp(2)\ 2) such that 8[p"] =
i*~μ',-μ' is of order 4 and eR(jz/) = l/4 in QIZ®, where eR is the Adams ^-invariant,
Q is the rational number field and Z(2) is the integers localized at (2). Thus
clearly [p"] is of order 25. In order to show that i*[p"] is still of order 25, con-
sider the commutative diagram:
l
where Q
n
 is the quaternionic quasi-projective space of dim 4#— 1 and θ: Sp(ri)-*
ίr°Σ°°£)
Λ
 is James's stable splitting [8]. Let %^KO3(Q
n
) be the element which
corresponds to \^KOQ(HPn~1} under the Thorn isomorphism. (Q
n
 in the Thorn
space of a certain Spin(3) bundle.) Let /: S4(n+k)~2^>Q
n
 be a stable map for
some k^l. Then the ^-invariant e(f): KO*s~l(Q
n
)->QIZ can be defined as the
functional Pontrjagin character ([1], [21], [22]). Then eR(μf)=l/4 implies that
e(θ~ρ,') (#)=l/4. By naturality and additivity of the ^-invariant, it follows that
e(θ[p"]} (*)=l/32. Thus, by naturality again, we see that e(θi*[p"}} (Λ)=l/32.
Thus ι*[ρ"] is still of order 25. q.e.d.
Theorem 3.6. J2*an=2
d2(n'2>β for some β^π4n-1(Sρ/Sρ(2)).
Proof. From 1) Proposition 3.1 it is clear that 7*3*^ 3 ^s divisible by 5. In
particular, J2*cx3 is divisible by 2
3
. Thus, by Corollary 1.9, for any k ^  1 72*^3+2*
is divisible by 23. Therefore in the case that n is odd, by Lemma 3.4 we have
the desired result. From 2) of Proposition 3.1, since z>2(^(4,2))—4, J2*a4 is
divisible by 24. Since t(4)=2, using Corollary 1.9, we see that for any k^l
J2*&4+2k is divisible by 24. Therefore if n=ϋ mod 4 then we have the desired
result. For the case that n=2 mod 4, using Lemmas 3.5 and 2.3, we see that
j2*oίQ is divisible by 25. Since £(5)=4, using Corollary 1.9 we have the result.
q.e.d.
Lemma 3.7.
'4 ifn=l mod 4,
5 i f n = 3 mod 8 or n is even,
df^n, 3) = •<
6 if n= 15 mod 16,
, 7 i f n = 7 mod 16.
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Proof. By the use of the recursive formula 1) of Lemma 1.2 it is easy to
see that if n is even and ^4 then M(n, 4) is odd. Thus if n is even then
ι;
a
(?ί^7!M(ιι,4))=i'2(2 7!)=5. If s^S, then v^f=^ (2s-\}\M(n,s))^
α(/z— 4) a(n—s)
v2( — - -(2s— 1)!)^6. Thus, if n is even then d2(n,3)=5. By using techniques
a(n — s)
like those in the proof of Lemma 3.4, other cases follow from the facts that
df(5, 3)=4, df(7, 3)=ί#(23, 7)= 7, d$(ll, 3)=5 and rfί(15, 3)=6. These facts
were verified by computer. Details are omitted. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.8. j3*a7=27β for some β e π27(SρlSρ(3)).
Proof. For convenience, in this proof we localize all spaces at (2). So
homotopy groups should be considered as 2-local groups. Let βk be a generator
of the free part of 7r27(5^/Sp(&))^Z(2)-j-2-Torsion. Remark that there are
several choices of βk. Let/: SplSp(2)-+Sp/Sp(3) be the canonical projection.
Consider the following commutative diagram:
π21(Sp) = τr27(Sp)
JΛ |Λ*
π27(SplSp(2)) ^*+ π27(Sp/Sp(3)) -
where all straight sequences are exact. Since 2rf2(7f3) is the modulo torsion
index of /3*, from the fact [16] that J2(7,3)=7 and d2(7,2)= 3, it follows that
for any choice of β2 there is a choice of /33 such that
where ί is a 2-torsion element of π27(SplSp(3)). Since 24τr26(*S'11)=0[20], it follows
that 9(ί)=0. Thus, there exists an element tf^rΓor(π27(SplSp(2)) such that
j'#t'=t. On the other hand it is known that 23π2Q(Sp(2))=0 [19]. Since Δ:
Ύoϊ(π27(SplSp(2))-+π26(Sp(2)) is monomorphic, it follows that 23t=23j'*t'=
y/
:
(23ί/)=0. Therefore, from Theorem 3.6, J3a7=jί(j2*a7)=j'*(23β2)=23(24β3+t)
~27β3. This completes the proof. q.e.d.
Theorem 3.9. j*a
Λ
=2d*<* *>βfar some β^π4Λ^(SρlSρ(3)).
Proof. Since v2(dA(4, 3)) =5 and £(5) =4, using Proposition 3.1 and Corollary
1.9 we see that /3*αr4+4£ is divisible by 2
5
 for any k^l. Since J2*ot6 is divisible by
25 in π23(Sp/Sp(2))y it is clear that y3*α6 is divisible by 25 in π23(Sp/Sp(3)). This
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implies that if n is even ihenj3*an is divisible by 25 in π4Λ-ι(SplSp(3)). By Lemma
3.8 it is obvious thaty3*α7 is divisible by 2
l
 for 5^/^7. Thus^α^.^/) is divi-
sible by 2l for any k^ 1. Since £(5)=4, ί(6)— 8 and £(7)=16, we see that if n=3
mod 8 then /3*α» is divisible by 2
5
, if τz=15 mod 16 then y3*αn is divisible by 2
6
and if τz=7 mod 16 then /3*αn is divisible by 2
7
. Similarly we see that if n— 1
mod 4 then /3*α« is divisible by 2
4
 in π4n^ι(Sp/Sp(3)). Thus, using Lemma 3.7
we have completed the proof. q.e.d.
Now the proof of Theorem I is clear. By Theorems 3.3, 3.6 and 3.9,
d2(n,m)=df(n,m) for m= 1,2 or 3. Thus, using Proposition 2.2, we have the
desired results.
4. The proof of Theorem II
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem II. The next theorem
follows from [16], [17] and [18]. The ambiguity for m— 5, mentioned in [16],
is removed. Details \vill appear in the forthcoming paper [15].
Theorem 4.1. Let l^m^S andn^m+l. Then,
d2(n, n—m) = d£(n, n—m) .
Proposition 4.2. Let l^m^S. Then for any n
(/z-m); 2) = 0 .
Proof. If m=l or 2 then τr4n-ι(SplSp(n — m)) is torsion free. Thus the
assertion is clear. Now consider the exact sequence :
Let m=3. Then ^^(S4"-9; 2) is isomorphic to Z/2+Z/2+Z/2 if n=4 and to
Z/2+Z/2 if n^5 [20], Thus, from the above exact sequence, it follows that
2Ίtor(π4n-1(SplSp(n—3);2))=Q. Now let n*=4. Since π4n-ι(S4*-*;2) is iso-
morphic to Z/2 if n=6 and to zero if n^5 and τzΦ6 [20], using the exact sequ-
ence for m=4 we obtain that 22Tor(π4n-l(SplSp(n— 4) 2))— 0. Similarly using
the structure of π^S4"-17 2) [20], we see that 23Tor(τr4n_1(^/5p(w-5); 2))=0.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem II. For convenience we localize all spaces at (2). Thus
homotopy groups are always (2) -local groups. By Theorem 3.6, J2*^
n
=2kβ2ί
where Λ=rff(τz,2), β2 is a generator of the free part of π4n-1(SplSp(2))^Z^-\-2-
torsion. Let j': Sp/Sp(2)-*SplSp(n— m) be the canonical projection. Then
clearly if n^m+2 thenj
n
-
m
=j'°j2. Let k'=d2(n)n—m) and k=d2(n,2). Since
2d2(ntn-m} 'ls> ^  moduk> torsion index of jn-m*: π4n-l(Sp)->π4n-1(SplSp(n—m)),
Theorem 4.1 implies that j*β2=2k'~kβn_m-\-t, where t is a 2-torsion element of
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7r*n-ι(SplSp(n—m)) and β
n
.
m
 is a generator of the free part of τr^M
^Z(2)+2-torsion. Then yΛ-wl*αw-yί:(y2^M))-yi(2^2)-2*//βΛ_,+2^. Since k
^3, by Proposition 4.2 2kt=0. Therefore we havej
n
-
m
*a
n
=2k'β
n
_
m
. The rest
of the proof is similar to that of Theorem I. This completes the proof of
Theorem II.
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